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Abstract
Fine-grained few-shot recognition often suffers from the
problem of training data scarcity for novel categories.
The network tends to overfit and does not generalize
well to unseen classes due to insufficient training data.
Many methods have been proposed to synthesize addi-
tional data to support training. In this paper, we focus on
enlarging the intra-class variance of the unseen class to
improve few-shot classification performance. We assume
that the distribution of intra-class variance generalizes
across the base class and the novel class. Thus, the intra-
class variance of the base set can be transferred to the
novel set for feature augmentation. Specifically, we first
model the distribution of intra-class variance on the base
set via variational inference. Then the learned distribu-
tion is transferred to the novel set to generate additional
features, which are used together with the original ones
to train a classifier. Experimental results show a sig-
nificant boost over the state-of-the-art methods on the
challenging fine-grained few-shot image classification
benchmarks.
Introduction
Fine-grained visual recognition aims to classify images be-
longing to the same or closely-related categories, where the
features to discriminate one class from the others are often
subtle and in fine detail. Thus, training a fine-grained classifi-
cation model often requires a large amount of training data.
However, fine-grained labeled data is often scarce in real-
world scenarios due to the high annotation cost. A solution
to alleviate this data dependency issue is few-shot learning,
which aims to recognize a set of classes given access to only
a few training examples.
Since only a few training examples are available for novel
classes, the learned classifier tends to overfit the few given
samples while can not generalize well to unseen data, see
Fig. 1a and 1b. To address this issue, numerous data aug-
mentation and synthesis methods (Schwartz et al. 2018;
Tsutsui, Fu, and Crandall 2019) have been proposed to in-
crease the diversity of the available training data from the
novel classes and better approximate the true data distribu-
tion (Fig.1c). For example, Satoshi et al. (Tsutsui, Fu, and
Crandall 2019) use generative adversarial networks (GAN) to
generate synthetic images and combine them with the original
images to train one-shot classifiers. However, these generated
images are constrained to be similar to the real ones, thus
can not introduce diverse examples beyond the original im-
ages. Instead of generating images directly, Schwartz et al.
(Schwartz et al. 2018) propose to model the transformations
between pairs of examples from the same class with an auto-
encoder, which can then be applied to the few novel class
examples to synthesize samples. However, they do not take
into account the overall distribution of the generated data, as
they mainly focus on modeling the transferable intra-class
deformations.
One of the main challenges of few-shot learning is the low
intra-class variance for the unseen classes due to the lack of
training instances. Low intra-class variance makes it harder
to identify the discriminative features for each class. For any
given feature, it is challenging to determine if it is common
to all classes or is representative for the particular class. For
example, an unseen class of a bird species might only contain
examples of the bird flying in the blue sky background. With
only those training examples, the model can simply learn to
detect the blue sky background and the flying action as the
representative features of the class.
In this paper, we propose a method to increase the intra-
class variance of the novel set. We observe that certain modes
of intra-class variation generalize across categories, espe-
cially for fine-grained visual classification where the inter-
class distance is relatively small. For example, a base class in
the CUB dataset (Welinder et al. 2010) includes images of a
bird species with multiple viewpoints, background types, or
actions. These intra-class variations are relatively common
across all classes of the CUB dataset, including the “unseen”
ones. Hence, we propose to learn a distribution that mod-
els the intra-class variance from the base class and use it to
diversify the unseen class.
In particular, we first train a variational inference model
in which each data point in the embedding space can be
decomposed into an intra-class invariance and an intra-class
variance component. Such a model can be trained using base
class data points where the intra-class variance part is forced
to follow isotropic multivariate Gaussian distribution. Once
this intra-class variance distribution is learned, we use this to
generate intra-class variance vectors to synthesize additional
features for the unseen class. Specifically, for images in the
novel set, we first extract the class-specific features using the
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Figure 1: Decision boundaries learned from different set of training samples. (a). Full training samples. (b). Insufficient
training samples. (c). Insufficient training samples and additional augmented feature representations. The lack of training data
leads to a biased decision boundary. Additional training features aim to correct this bias. (Best viewed in color.)
trained variational inference model. Then we sample features
repeatedly from the learned intra-class variance distribution
and add them to the class-specifc features to get augmented
features. The classifier is trained with both the original and
augmented features.
To summarize, the contributions of the work are:
(1) We learn the distribution of intra-class variance by
variational inference on the base set in an end-to-end training
manner.
(2) We demonstrate that the learned distribution can be
transferred to novel set images effectively to generate more
diverse features which lead to a more robust classifier.
(3) Experimental results on fine-grained visual recognition
benchmarks show that our method boosts the performance of
existing state-of-the-art few-shot learning methods.
Related Work
Few-shot Learning
Few-shot learning aims to recognize an image of a novel
class with very few labeled examples available. The main al-
gorithms of few-shot classification can be broadly organized
into three categories: metric learning based, meta-learning
based and data augmentation based.
Metric learning based methods attempt to measure the
similarities between images via mapping them into a common
embedding space. The derived embedding space is expected
to be discriminative, i.e, feature representations from the
same object class are closer together. Vinyals et al. (Vinyals
et al. 2016) proposed Matching Networks, which uses an
attention mechanism over a learned embedding of the la-
beled set of examples to predict classes for the unlabeled
points. Prototypical Network (Snell, Swersky, and Zemel
2017) learned to classify query samples based on their Eu-
clidean distance to prototype representations of each class.
Sung et al. (Sung et al. 2018) propose to measure the distance
metric with a CNN-based relation module.
Meta learning based methods intend to design models
which generalize to new tasks rapidly and efficiently. MAML
(Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017) uses a meta-learner to find
an initialization which can be adapted to new categories
within few gradient updates using small training data. Meta-
SGD (Li et al. 2017) learns to learn not only the learner
initialization but also the learner update direction and learning
rate. Lee et al. proposed MetaOptNet (Lee et al. 2019), which
uses discriminatively trained linear predictor as base learners
to learn feature representation for few-shot learning.
Data augmentation based methods aim to generate ad-
ditional training examples to alleviate the problem of data
insufficiency. DAGAN (Antreas Antoniou 2018) uses condi-
tional generative adversarial network (GAN) to transfer the
style, which can enhance standard vanilla classifiers as well
as few-shot learning systems. Wang et al. (Wang et al. 2018)
propose to combine a meta-learner with a hallucinator, which
can hallucinate novel instances of new classes, and optimize
both models jointly. The Delta-encoder (Schwartz et al. 2018)
trains an auto-encoder to model the transferable intra-class
deformations from image pairs of the same class, which can
then be applied to the few novel class examples to synthesize
samples. However, the performance is heavily determined by
the image pairs selected to learn such transformations. Our
method follows this line of work, but synthesizes samples via
sampling from a learned posterior distribution, avoiding the
carefully designed data selection and model training process.
Transfer Learning
Transfer learning techniques try to transfer the knowledge
from some previous tasks to a new task (Chen and Liu 2013;
Pan and Yang 2009). A key issue for transfer learning is
“what to transfer”, e.g., which learnt components can be
transferred across tasks. In (Yin et al. 2019), the distribu-
tion of feature variance is transferred from regular classes to
under-presented classes to address the issue of imbalanced
training data. Sun et al. propose MTL (Sun et al. 2018),
which transfers pre-trained weights learned on large-scale
datasets and aims to meta-learn how to transfer effectively.
Hariharan et al. (Hariharan and Girshick 2017) present a way
of “hallucinating” additional examples for novel classes by
transferring modes of variation from the base classes. They
search for the extracted feature vectors of base categories to
collect all quadruplets of transformation “analogies” to train
a feature generator. Our variational transfer learning method
leverages the idea of transferring the intra-class variance,
which intuitively generalizes across classes. However, unlike
(Hariharan and Girshick 2017) which trains a feature genera-
tor separately, we model the intra-class variance distribution
of base categories in an end-to-end training manner. By sam-
pling from the distribution repeatedly, we get synthesized
features for novel set images.
Variational Inference
Variational inference aims to estimate the true distribution of
some latent variables in a probabilistic manner. It has been
widely used in generative models (Kingma and Welling 2014;
Higgins et al. 2017), i.e, variational autoencoders (VAE) to
produce diverse outputs. Recently, it has also been explored
in discriminative models (Zhang et al. 2019; Schonfeld et al.
2019; Kim et al. 2019) on few-shot scenarios as well as met-
ric learning problems(Lin et al. 2018). Zhang et al. (Zhang et
al. 2019) use variational inference to estimate a class-specific
distribution and straightforwardly compute the probability of
novel input to perform classification. Schonfeld et al. (Schon-
feld et al. 2019) learn a shared latent space of image features
and class embeddings via aligned variational autoencoders.
The latent features contain the required discriminative infor-
mation about the image and classes, which can be then used
to train a softmax classifier. Instead of modeling discrimina-
tive features directly, we use variational inference to model
the distribution of intra-class variance, from which multiple
features can be sampled to augment the original embedding
space.
Few-shot Learning Preliminaries
In few-shot learning, abundant labeled images of base classes
Xb and a small number of labeled images of novel classes
Xn are given. Our goal is to train a classifier that can cor-
rectly classify novel class images with the few examples
given. The standard procedure of few-shot learning basically
includes two stages: the training stage and the fine-tuning
stage. During the training stage, we use base class images
Xb to train a feature extractor fθ and the classifier C using
softmax cross-entropy loss. Then in the fine-tuning stage, we
freeze the parameters of the pre-trained feature extractor θ
and train a new classifier head C using the few labeled of
examples in the novel classes Xn. In the testing stage, the
learned classifier predicts labels on a set of unseen novel class
images.
Above is the simplest and most commonly used baseline
approach for few-shot learning problems. However, since the
available samples during the fine-tuning stage are scarce and
in lack of diversity, the learned classifier tends to overfit to
the few samples and thus perform poorly on testing images.
In the following sections, we illustrate how we augment the
training samples and significantly improve the performance
of the baseline method.
Proposed Method
Variational Inference for Intra-class Variance
Our goal is to generate additional features of the few novel
class images which contain larger intra-class variance dur-
ing the fine-tuning stage. To achieve this, during the training
stage, the model is not only trained to extract discriminative
features for classification but also trained to model the distri-
bution of intra-class variance. The learned distribution can
be then transferred to the novel set for feature augmentation.
To supervise the learning of intra-class variance, we de-
compose the embedding feature zi of a given sample Xi into
two parts:
zi = zIi + zVi , (1)
where zVi represents the intra-class variance generated from
a conditional distribution p(zV ). zIi represents the class-
specific feature of sample i from class k. And the image Xi
is generated from some conditional distribution p(X|z).
The learning of class-specific feature zIi can be achieved
by minimizing cross-entropy loss given the class label k:
Lcls(Xi) = −log exp(W
T
k ∗ zIi)∑N
j exp(W
T
j ∗ zIi)
, (2)
where W is the final fully connected layer for classification.
N is the total number of classes.
The learning of variable zV is achieved by variational in-
ference, which provides a probabilistic manner for describing
a latent representation. By variational inference, we approx-
imate the posterior distribution p(zV |X) with some other
distribution q(zV |X) and the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the true distribution and the approximation is:
KL[q(zV |X)||p(zV |X)] =
∫
Z
q(Z|X)logq(Z|X)
p(Z|X) . (3)
Since the Kullback-Leibler divergence is always greater
than or equal to zero, maximizing the marginal likelihood
p(Xi) is equivalent to maximizing the evidence lower bound
(ELBO) defined as follows:
ELBOi = Eqφ(zV |Xi)[logp(Xi|z)]
−KL(q(zV |Xi)||p(zV )),
(4)
where the prior distribution of zV is set to be a centered
isotropic multivariate Gaussian, p(zV ) = N(0, I). For the
approximate posterior distribution, we set it to be a multivari-
ate Gaussian with diagonal covariance:
q(zV |Xi) = N(µ, σ2), (5)
where µ and σ are implemented via a probablistic encoder.
With the reparameterization trick, we have zV as follows:
zV = µ+ σ ∗ ,  ∼ N(0, I). (6)
To estimate the maximum likelihood p(Xi|zV ), we use a
decoder d to reconstruct the original samples from zi and
minimize the L2 distance between the original samples and
the reconstructed ones.
Now we can rewrite the loss according to 4 for modeling
intra-class variance as follows:
Lintra(Xi) = ‖Xi − Xˆi‖2 +KL(q(zV |Xi)||p(zV )),
(7)
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our proposed method. In the training stage, given an input image from the base set, the output feature
maps of the feature extractor are taken as the encoder’s input to model the intra-class variance zV . Average pooling results over
the feature maps are used to approximate the class-specific features zI . The decoder takes the sum of zI and zV as input and is
trained to reconstruct the original feature maps. Then in the fine-tuning stage, zI and the sum of zI and zV are combined together
to train a linear classifier. Best viewed in color.
where Xˆi is the reconstructed sample synthesized from the
sum of class-specific feature zIi and intra-class variance zVi ,
which is sampled from the distribution N(µ, σ2).
The Lintra loss includes two terms. The first term, the
reconstruction term, ensures that the encoder extracts mean-
ingful information from the inputs. The second term can be
regarded as a regularization term, which forces the latent
code, zVi , for all inputs to follow a standard normal dis-
tribution. Here instead of minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
divergence directly, we decompose it into three terms as in
(Chen et al. 2018):
KL[q(zV |X)||p(zV )] = KL(q(zV , X)||q(zV )p(X))+
KL(q(zV )||
∏
j
q(zVj )) +
∑
j
KL(q(zVj )||p(zVj )),
(8)
where zVj denotes the jth dimension of the latent variable.
The three terms in 8 are referred to as the index-code mu-
tual information, total correlation and dimension-wise KL
respectively. Prior work (Chen et al. 2018; Alessandro and
Stefano 2018; Burgess et al. 2018) has shown that penaliz-
ing the index-code mutual information and total correlation
terms leads to a more disentangled representation while the
dimension-wise KL term ensures the latent variables do not
deviate too far form the prior. Similar to (Chen et al. 2018),
we penalize the total correlation with a weight α and Lintra
can be rewritten as follows:
Lintra(Xi) = ‖Xi − Xˆi‖2 +KL(q(zV , X)||q(zV )p(X))+
α∗KL(q(zV )||
∏
j
q(zVj )) +
∑
j
KL(q(zVj )||p(zVj )).
(9)
With joint supervision of Lcls and Lintra, the model is not
only able to extract discriminative class-specific features zIi ,
but can also model the distribution of intra-class variance µ
and σ2.
To further increase the model’s robustness, we generate
hard samples from existing easy ones to train the classifier.
Specifically, we draw samples from the distribution of intra-
class variance N(µ, σ2) and add them to zIi to construct
synthesized embedding features. The synthesized features
are then taken as the inputs of the final classification layer
and will produce the following cross-entropy loss:
Laug(Xi) = −log exp(W
T
k ∗ zˆIi)∑N
j exp(W
T
j ∗ zˆIi)
, (10)
where zˆi = zIi + ˆzVi , and ˆzVi is sampled intra-class variance
features. Compared with zIi , zˆi contains a larger range of
intra-class variance and thus is harder for W to classify cor-
rectly. Such exposure to hard samples will force the feature
extractor to output discriminative features.
The overall loss function in the training stage is a weighted
combination of the aforementioned terms:
L = Lcls + Lintra + β ∗ Laug. (11)
β is the coefficient of Laug .
Transfer Learning of Intra-class Variance
With the intra-class variance learned on the base set, we now
illustrate the way we transfer it to the novel set images for
feature augmentation.
Given an image of novel class X ′i , we can not only extract
the class-specific feature z′Ii but also get the distribution
of intra-class variance µ′i and σ
′
i. For traditional few-shot
learning methods, a new classifier C is trained on the class-
specific features z′Ii of all novel images, typically one or
five images for each category, by minimizing the softmax
cross-entropy loss.
Lce = −log
exp(CTyiz
′
Ii
)∑N
j exp(C
T
j z
′
Ii
)
(12)
where yi is the label of X ′i , N is the number of novel classes.
Due to the lack of samples, there is a strong probability that
the class-specific features are not representative of the class.
In such case, the classifier tends to be biased towards certain
category-irrelevant factors such as viewpoints while ignores
those important parts for classification. To address this issue,
we generate additional features by adding the class-specific
features z′Ii with a biased term sampled from the distribution
of intra-class variance.
z′i = z
′
Ii + z
′
Vi , z
′
Vi ∼ N(µ′i, σ′i), (13)
where z′i is the augmented feature. z
′
Vi
is sampled from the
posterior distribution N(µ′i, σ
′
i).
By sampling from N(µ′i, σ
′
i) multiple times, we get mul-
tiple augmented features z′i. Since the posterior distribution
is learned from abundant base set images, the larger base
set intra-class variance can be transferred to the novel set.
Training with z′Ii and z
′
i jointly thus leads to a more robust
classifier.
Another approach to augment feature representations is to
add random noise to z′Ii . However, the variations introduced
by noise might not be aligned with the true distribution of
intra-class variance found in the base categories. Such aug-
mented features could be meaningless and even lead to a
negative impact on the performance of the classifier.
Experiments
Datasets
We evaluate our method on three fine-grained image classifi-
cation datasets: Caltech UCSD Birds (CUB) (Welinder et al.
2010), North America Brids (NAB) (Van Horn et al. 2015)
and Stanford Dogs(Khosla et al. 2011). The CUB dataset
contains 11,788 bird images. There are 200 bird species in
total and the number of images per class is about 60. Follow-
ing the setup introduced in (Welinder et al. 2010), we sample
the base classes from the 100 classes provided for training,
and sample the novel set from the 50 classes provided for
testing. The NAB dataset contains 48,527 bird images with
555 classes, which is four times larger than CUB. Similar to
(Tsutsui, Fu, and Crandall 2019) we adopt a 2:1:1 training,
validation and test set split. The Stanford Dogs dataset is
a subset of the Imagenet dataset designed for fine-grained
image classification, where 60, 30 and 30 categories are for
training, validation and testing, respectively.
Implementation Details
The architecture of our feature extractor has two options,
ResNet12 and Conv4. ResNet12 (He et al. 2016) contains
4 Residual blocks. Each residual block is composed of 3
CONV layers with 3 × 3 kernels. A 2 × 2 max-pooling layer
is applied at the end of each residual block. The dimension-
ality of the output feature map is 640 × 5 × 5. The class-
specific features are calculated by average-pooling the output
of the ResNet12. The encoder consists of three Convolutional
blocks followed by two fully-connected heads that output the
µ and logσ2 respectively. The decoder consists of a fully con-
nected layer followed by three Convolutional blocks. In addi-
tion, we also adopt widely used Conv4 (Vinyals et al. 2016;
Snell, Swersky, and Zemel 2017) as the feature extractor for
fair comparison with other methods. Conv4 consists of 4
layers with 3 × 3 convolutions and 32 filters, followed by
batch normalization (BN) , a ReLU nonlinearity, and 2 × 2
max-pooling. The dimensionality of the output feature map
is 64× 5× 5. The flattened feature map is concatenated with
a fully connected layer to obtain the class-specific feature,
which is 640-dimensional. The structures of the encoder and
the decoder for Conv4 backbone are the same as those of
ResNet12 backbone.
The whole network is trained from scratch in an end-to-
end manner. In the training stage, we use Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba 2015) on all datasets with initial learning
rate 0.001 . We train 100 epochs in total with a batch size of
16 and decline the learning rate by 0.1 at 40 and 80 epochs.
For the weights in the learning objective function, we set α =
4 in eq. 9 and β = 1 in eq.11 respectively. In the fine-tuning
stage, we select 5 classes from the novel classes randomly.
For each class, we pick k instances as the support set and 16
instances for the query set for a k-shot task. The extracted
features of all support set images along with the augmented
features are used to train a linear classifier for 100 iterations
with a batch size of 4. For each extracted feature of support set
image, we obtain five augmented features. The final results
are averaged over 600 experiments. For data augmentation,
we adopt random crop, horizontal flip and color jitting as in
(Chen et al. 2019). The final size of input images is 84*84 .
Results and Analysis
Table 1 summarizes the 5-way classification accuracy of
different methods with a ResNet12 backbone. The results
are obtained by implementing the corresponding public code.
It can be observed that our proposed method improves the
previous methods by a large margin under both 1-shot and
5-shot settings on all three datasets. Compared with Delta-
encoder (Schwartz et al. 2018), another data augmentation
based method, our proposed method achieves 7.40%, 9.20%
and 7.65% performance gain for 1-shot setting and 5.88%,
2.90% and 9.40% performance gain for 5-shot setting on the
three datasets, which are all quite significant. We can also
conclude that our improvement on 1-shot setting is more
remarkable than that on 5-shot setting. Since 1-shot setting is
a more extreme case of data starvation, augmenting training
data tends to be more effective.
Table 2 presents the 5-way accuracy on CUB and Stan-
ford Dogs datasets using a Conv4 backbone. In addition to
those well-known few-shot learning methods (Finn, Abbeel,
and Levine 2017; Vinyals et al. 2016; Sung et al. 2018; Snell,
Swersky, and Zemel 2017), we also compare our method with
recently proposed state-of-the-art methods (Luo et al. 2019;
Li et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2019; Zhu, Liu, and Jiang 2020).
Method CUB NAB Stanford Dogs
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
Baseline (Chen et al. 2019) 63.90 ± 0.88 82.54 ± 0.54 70.36 ± 0.89 87.91 ± 0.49 63.53 ± 0.89 79.95 ± 0.59
Baseline++ (Chen et al. 2019) 68.46 ± 0.85 81.02 ± 0.46 76.00 ± 0.85 90.99 ± 0.41 58.30 ± 0.35 73.77 ± 0.68
MAML (Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017) 71.11 ± 1.00 82.08 ± 0.72 80.08 ± 0.93 88.87 ± 0.54 66.56 ± 0.66 79.32 ± 0.35
MatchingNet (Vinyals et al. 2016) 72.62 ± 0.90 84.14 ± 0.50 73.91 ± 0.72 88.17 ± 0.45 65.87 ± 0.81 80.70 ± 0.42
ProtoNet (Snell, Swersky, and Zemel 2017) 71.57 ± 0.89 86.37 ± 0.49 73.60 ± 0.83 89.72 ± 0.41 65.02 ±0.92 83.69 ± 0.48
RelationNet (Sung et al. 2018) 70.20 ± 0.84 84.28 ± 0.46 67.41 ± 0.82 85.47 ± 0.43 59.38 ± 0.79 79.10 ± 0.37
MTL (Sun et al. 2018) 73.31 ± 0.92 82.29 ± 0.51 78.69 ± 0.78 87.74 ± 0.34 54.96 ± 1.03 68.76 ± 0.65
Delta-encoder (Schwartz et al. 2018) 73.91 ± 0.87 85.60 ± 0.62 79.42 ± 0.77 92.32 ± 0.59 68.59 ± 0.53 78.60 ± 0.78
MetaOptNet (Lee et al. 2019) 75.15 ± 0.46 87.09 ± 0.30 84.56 ± 0.46 93.31 ± 0.22 65.48 ± 0.49 79.39 ± 0.25
Ours 81.31 ± 0.83 91.48 ± 0.39 88.62 ± 0.73 95.22 ± 0.32 76.24 ± 0.87 88.00 ± 0.47
Table 1: Few-shot classification accuracy on CUB (Welinder et al. 2010), NAB (Van Horn et al. 2015) and Stanford Dogs
(Khosla et al. 2011) dataset. All experiments are from 5-way classification with a ResNet12 backbone. The best performance is
indicated in bold.
Method CUB Stanford Dogs
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
MatchingNet (Vinyals et al. 2016) 45.30± 1.03 59.50 ± 1.01 35.80 ± 0.99 47.50 ± 1.03
ProtoNet (Snell, Swersky, and Zemel 2017) 37.36 ± 1.00 45.28 ± 1.03 37.59 ±1.00 48.19 ± 1.03
RelationNet (Sung et al. 2018) 58.99 ± 0.52 71.20 ± 0.40 43.29 ± 0.46 55.15 ± 0.39
MAML (Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017) 58.13 ± 0.36 71.51 ± 0.30 44.84 ± 0.31 58.61 ± 0.30
adaCNN (Munkhdalai et al. 2018) 56.76 ± 0.50 61.05 ± 0.44 42.16 ± 0.43 54.12 ± 0.39
CovaMNet (Luo et al. 2019) 52.42 ± 0.76 63.76 ± 0.64 49.10 ± 0.76 63.04 ± 0.65
DN4 (Li et al. 2019) 53.15 ± 0.84 81.90 ± 0.60 45.73 ± 0.76 61.51 ± 0.85
LRPABN (Huang et al. 2019) 63.63 ± 0.77 76.06 ± 0.58 45.72 ± 0.75 60.94 ± 0.66
MattML (Zhu, Liu, and Jiang 2020) 66.29 ± 0.56 80.34 ± 0.30 54.84 ± 0.53 71.34 ± 0.38
Ours 68.42 ± 0.92 82.42 ± 0.61 57.03 ± 0.86 73.00 ± 0.66
Table 2: Few-shot classification accuracy on CUB (Welinder et al. 2010) and Stanford Dogs (Khosla et al. 2011) dataset. All
experiments are from 5-way classification with a Conv4 backbone. The best performance is indicated in bold.
Note that we do not show NAB results since some compari-
son methods do not have public code for re-implementation.
Similarly, our proposed method achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance under both 1-shot and 5-shot settings. Especially
for the 1-shot setting, our method obtains 2.12% perfor-
mance gain for CUB and 2.19% gain for Stanford Dogs over
MattML, a newly proposed method that targets specifically
at fine-grained few-shot visual recognition as well.
Ablation Studies
Increasing the number of augmented features
We have observed that synthesizing samples with our pro-
posed method brings a significant performance boost com-
pared to the baseline of using just the few provided sam-
ples. But are we actually generating meaningful samples
aligned with the actual distribution of real images in the fea-
ture space? To validate the effectiveness of our augmented
features, we evaluate the few-shot performace as the number
of augmented features grow. We provide 1-shot accuracy on
CUB and NAB with different numbers of augmented sam-
ples, ranging from 0 to 5 per class. Moreover, we compare
the results of our method with generating additional features
simply with gaussian noise.
As shown in Figure 4, few-shot recognition performance
keeps improving as the number of augmented samples in-
creases in general. For the CUB dataset, the best accuracy is
achieved with 4 augmented samples per class, 20 augmented
samples in total. For the NAB dataset, 5 augmented samples
per class give the best accuracy, achieving 88.62%. Improve-
ment with regards to the increase of number of augmented
features suggests that the proposed variational inference ap-
proach learns meaningful intra-class variance effectively.
Our method also consistently outperforms augmenting
features with gaussian noise, which demonstrates that the
learnt intra-class variance is not akin to simple augmentation.
It is also worth noting that generating more features aug-
mented with noise does not bring performance improvement.
Although adding noise can enlarge intra-class variance in
theory, the variation introduced by simple noise distributions
can not reflect the actual distribution of intra-class variance
in real images.
Comparison to other data augmentation based
methods
We compare our method with two other data augmentation
based few-shot learning methods: MetaIRNet(Tsutsui, Fu,
and Crandall 2019) and Delta-Encoder(Schwartz et al. 2018).
MetaIRNet uses a pretrained image generator to synthesize
additional images, which are then combined with the original
images so that the resulting ‘hybrid’ training images improve
one-shot learning. Delta-Encoder learns to synthesize trans-
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Figure 3: Visualization of features on CUB dataset using t-SNE. (a) Original class-specific features. (b) Augmented class-specific
features. (c) Intra-class variance features. Different colors indicate different categories.
Method KNN SVR LR
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot
MetaIRNet (Tsutsui, Fu, and Crandall 2019) 63.18 74.82 63.76 76.77 63.53 79.95
Delta-Encoder (Schwartz et al. 2018) 58.23 82.67 76.02 82.87 76.22 85.17
Ours 75.26 83.17 79.07 87.59 78.34 89.30
Table 3: Few-shot classification accuracy on CUB (Welinder et al. 2010) dataset in 1-shot and 5-shot setting with different types
of classifiers. The best performance is indicated in bold.
Figure 4: Few-shot accuracy with different numbers of aug-
mented features on CUB and NAB dataset. 0 number of
augmented features indicates the classifier trained only with
the original features extracted from support set images, one
for each class. The k number of augmented features is gen-
erated by adding the original features with a biased term
sampled from the distribution of either intra-class variance
or gaussian noise k times.
ferable non-linear deformations between pairs of examples
of seen classes and apply these deformations to the few pro-
vided samples of novel categories. Here we use the additional
samples synthesized by both of these methods to train three
types of classifiers, i.e., the K-nearest neighbors(KNN), Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR),
which are then used to classify novel images.
Comparisons between these methods and our method are
shown in table 3. The superior performance of our method
demonstrates that the augmented features obtained by our
framework is beneficial for various types of classifiers. Note
that for MetaIRNet (Tsutsui, Fu, and Crandall 2019), the
results in table 3 are lower than theirs since they pre-train the
backbone on ImageNet while we do not for fair comparison.
Visualization of enlarged intra-class variance
To visualize the class-specific features as well as the intra-
class variance, we plot them in 2d using t-SNE (see Figure
3). As can be seen from the figure, the original class-specific
features are discriminative (Figure 3a). The augmented sam-
ples exhibit larger intra-class variance than the original ones,
which will lead to a more robust classifier (Figure 3b). The
intra-class variance (Figure 3c) follows a uniform distribution
across different categories, which validates our assumption
that it can be transferred from the base set to the novel set for
feature augmentation.
Conclusion
We have proposed an effective feature generation method via
variational transfer learning to address the data scarcity prob-
lem in few-shot fine-grained classification. The generated
features enlarge the intra-class variance for novel set images
while preserving the class-specific attributes. The consistent
performance improvement with the increase of the number
of augmented samples suggests that the learned features are
meaningful and nontrival. The higher accuracy compared
with other data augmentation based methods further demon-
strate the superiority of our method. While this work mainly
focuses on few-shot recognition problems, a promising fu-
ture direction is to apply the feature transfer idea to other
data-starved or label-starved tasks.
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